
Reception Maths Home Learning   

  

 Dear parents,   

We have created this document for you to use 
as additional support alongside the mathematics 
mastery planning you have previously received.   

For each focus activity (days learning) we have 
explained:  

WHY? and HOW?  

We have explained why this maths is important for your child to learn and we have 
explained how you could teach it, using a step-by-step guide. A rating has been used 
to explain the different levels your child could be working at.  

All:  Every child should be able to complete the task.  
Most:  The majority of children should be able to complete the task.  
Some:  A few of the children should be able to complete the task.  
  
Please judge how your child is doing with each task progressively.  Support children 
to work through as far as they can while remaining successful, but each task does 
get progressively more difficult.  

 If you have any questions, please email your class teacher using their class email 
address.  

Best wishes,  

 Mrs Addis and Ms Khawaja 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 



Maths Support - Week 4 
Year: Reception 11.05.20 

 

Monday  

 

Focus 3: To apply knowledge of addition, subtraction and doubles 
 
Why?  

 

 
Key words: Number names 0-10, add, subtract, plus, minus, double, exactly 
What you need: A die, cubes (or replace with any countable objects), ten frame (included)    
 
Suggested sentence structures:   
“I want to roll a __ because that will get me closer to ten.”  
“I do not want to roll a five because I will then have more than ten.”  
“I need to count out four cubes because double two is four.” 
 
How?  
This is a two-player activity.  

 Roll a one to six-sided die.  

 They then count out this number of cubes and place them onto a ten frame. 

 Continue to take turns until one person has ten cubes.  

 They must land on a number that will give them exactly ten cubes.  Alternatively, begin with 
ten cubes and subtract the number that they select. The winner is the first person to have 
zero cubes. Once children are familiar, introduce a ‘magic number’ which can be doubled.   

 Before rolling the die, encourage your child to think about what number they would like to land 
on and why.  

 What number do they not want to land on? Why?  

 The target number of ten can be increased/decreased to allow more focused attention on the 
preferred numbers to win.   

 Vary the resources: they could complete the activity using a bead string, counters, pictorial 
representations, abstract, etc.   

 Encourage them to think more than one step ahead about what numbers they would like to 
roll, for example, a five and a five; or a five, three and two, etc 

 Allow your child to explain their own thinking to allow connections to be made between this 
and the representations used.   

 

Key Questions to Check Understanding  

 Ask them if it makes a difference who has the first turn?  

 How do they know?  
 What is the least number of turns they could have to win the game?  

 
Independent Task:  
Complete the above tasks and activity sheet 1. 
All:  Number shape addition to 20. 
Complete the above tasks and the activity sheet 2. 
Most: Addition and subtraction to 20 with a number line. 
Complete the above tasks and the activity sheet 3. 
Some: Ladybird doubles 
 
 
 
 
 



Resource sheet 1- Ten frame 
 

 
 
 



Activity sheet 1 - All 
 

 
 



Activity sheet 2 - Most 
 
 

 



Activity sheet 3 – Some 

 



 
 
 
 
 


